Lucky 7

Baby Babs
Ticket Form Number:

BB30

Manufacturer:

International Gamco, Inc.

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

1,155

Top Instant Prize:

$20.00

Payout:

$411.00

Profit:

$166.50

Percent Payback:

71.17%

Total Instant Winners:

132

Overall Odds:

1:8.75

Approval Date:

March 31, 2009

How to Play
To play, the player would pay $0.50 per ticket and then open the window on the backside to reveal the symbols or bingo
numbers. If the symbols inside the ticket match the winning combinations on the ticket front, they are a winner.
Baby Babs bingo event game is a game that consists of instant tickets and daub hold tickets.
All Instant winning tickets have Cashier, which is the total-payout-in-the-window feature.
Once the game is completely sold out, the operator will announce the Baby Babs game is in play, Serial number XXXXXX,
and will use the bingo machine to determine the winner.
There are 150 total daub HOLD tickets with bingo numbers 01 thru 75 and free spaces listed underneath the tabs. Each ticket
has three bingo numbers, and two free spaces and one unique verify number.
These tickets are “daub” tickets played in conjunction with balls being called during a normal bingo game, players holding
daub tickets will daub the bingo numbers and FREE spaces on their ticket as they are called.
The first player to daub or mark all three numbers and FREE spaces is the only Baby Babs bingo event winner and wins the
$300 Baby Babs bingo event prize.
The rules of this game require that after there has been three numbers called in a vertical down row (from a bingo board), then
the game is over and the prize should be awarded. The caller shall stop the game at this point, and announce to the crowd that a
winning ticket is on the floor and there is a single winner of the $300 bingo event prize. There is one bingo daub winner at
$300.

INSTANT WINNERS

PAY OUT
VALUES

WINNING COMBINATIONS

1 Winner @ $20.00

$20.00

Babs - I NEVER WIN!

1 Winner @ $10.00

$10.00

Babs - GO HOME CALLER!

2 Winners @ $5.00

$10.00

Babs - CALL MY NUMBER!

14 Winners @ $1.00

$14.00

Babs - THAT'S MY SEAT!

114 Winners @ $0.50

$57.00

Babs - WHERE ARE THE WINNERS?

